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Inductive Components - Inductors for Power and Signal lines

What are inductors?
An inductor is a passive electrical component with two terminals which stores energy in a magnetic field when electric current flows through it. Typically, inductors consist of an insulated wire wound into a coil. 
What is the purpose of an inductor?
Inductors can be used in combination with capacitors, which complement the function of inductors, to form LC filters that can separate the required signals from unwanted ones.   Also, voltage regulating converters are stabilized when used in combination with inductors that can store magnetic energy, capacitors that can store electric energy, and a switch. 
Inductors vs. Chokes
Inductors are metal coils used in circuits. They are able to generate magnetic fields when they carry current. They are also able to induce magnetic fields in wires that are near them. Inductors that are used to help filter signals are called chokes.
Inductors are mainly used to clean differential noise for both signal and power lines while Chokes are mainly used to clean common mode noises. Inductors are also used for storing electric energy and further stabilizing power performance. 
Benefits of Laird’s inductors
Laird Steward offerings include multilayer power inductors, wire-wound surface mount inductors, and molded surface mount inductors for power and signal lines – each designed to perform and maximize signal and power efficiency while saving space. Other benefits include:
	Fully automatic manufacturing                                                                                      
	High reliability AEC-Q200
	RoHS Compliant

Why Laird Steward? 
Our company, a DuPont business, manufacturers products which enable extremely low resistance over a wide range of frequencies. Laird Steward is well known by technology teams around the world for designing, manufacturing and delivering high-quality, high-performance signal integrity and noise filtering solutions.
Laird Steward brand inductors, also called coils or reactors, are passive electrical components which resist the changes in electrical current that pass through them. Core materials, types of windings, and geometry play critical roles in power inductor performance.
 



     


 





Capabilities
	Automated Packaging
	Custom Automation
	Custom Product Development
	Prototyping
	Service
	Testing
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Molded Surface Mount Inductors

Save space, attain greater inductance and current. Low profile, highly stable Laird™ Steward™ molded surface mount inductors are robust, AEC-Q200 Standard structures that block air and noise intrusion while enhancing magnetic performance.
 Learn more
 Search by Properties





         

Multilayer Power Inductors

Preserve performance over broad frequencies. Laird multilayer power inductors for general circuits feature a small footprint and monolithic construction and produce stable, low-loss inductance over broad frequencies.
 Learn more
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Multilayer Power Inductors for General Circuit

Keep power running smoothly. With a small footprint and monolithic construction, our noise filtering multilayer power inductors improve overall device performance. In operating temperatures -55°C-125°C, they feature high retention under DC loading.
 Learn more
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Wire-Wound Surface Mount Ceramic Chip Inductor

Improve reliability, improve performance for high frequency circuit tuning. Laird Wire-Wound Ceramic chip inductors feature a small footprint and produce stable and narrow inductance tolerance over high frequency range.
 Learn more
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Wire-Wound Surface Mount Inductors

Discover a large current solution in a small size. Laird’s small wire-wound surface mount inductors are a highly reliable, low profile, large current magnetic shielding solution for -40°C-125°C applications. Each inductor features extremely low DCR.
 Learn more
 Search by Properties
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